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FINAL ROUND INTERVIEW 
April 29, 2018 
 
SHANSHAN FENG  ( -8) 
 
 
Q.  So 4 under on your last four holes.  Just talk about the way you closed out the golf 
tournament.  
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Well, I'm very happy that actually I'm able to shape my shots today 
because I have a little bit sore with my shoulder this week and then the first two days I was 
hitting balls everywhere.  After that, towards the weekend I was feeling better and better.  
The final few holes I was finally able to shape the shots, hit the shots that I wanted to.  So, I 
mean, with an eagle and two birdies on the last four, of course, I mean I think I'm happy with 
the finish. 
 
Q.  So you feel good now health-wise, your shoulder's okay? 
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Yeah, yeah, yeah.  I mean, it's getting better.  It's not hurting not doing 
anything, but it's just clicking during my swing.  Sometimes it makes my timing kind of off, 
but it's getting better. 
 
Q.  Left shoulder or right shoulder? 
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Left shoulder. 
 
Q.  Okay.  And the eagle on 15, right, how was that? 
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Well, it was kind of between shots, between clubs for my second, so I 
was like, should I go forward or should I just take -- hit one to the front of the green.  I was 
like, you know, I have nothing to lose, just try, try to hit it and get it there.  I hit 3-wood so it 
ended up just past the green, and then I had kind of like a very easy chip, only like 10 yards.  
Once I hit it and it started rolling, I was like, oh, I think it's in, so I had my arms up and it went 
in.  It was good. 
 
Q.  Did you get an idea where you were on the leaderboard heading into the last hole? 
 
SHANSHAN FENG:  Well, right now I'm fourth, I think, something like that.  They're not 
finished yet so, I mean, they going to make more birdies.  But it doesn't really matter 
because I think I'm happy about the way I played on the weekend because this year has 
been really hurting my scores, my scores on the weekend.  I used to be a player, you know.  
Somebody called me like Sunday Queen.  I used to play, shoot low scores on Sunday all the 
time, but suddenly I just lost that ability and I was actually shooting over par on the 
weekends.  So I'm very happy that I'm back to normal game and everything's been good.  
 


